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Abstract
We provide a number of new insights into the methodological discussion about author
cocitation analysis. We first argue that the use of the Pearson correlation for measuring the
similarity between authors’ cocitation profiles is not very satisfactory. We then discuss what
kind of similarity measures may be used as an alternative to the Pearson correlation. We
consider three similarity measures in particular. One is the well-known cosine. The other
two similarity measures have not been used before in the bibliometric literature. Finally,
we show by means of an example that our findings have a high practical relevance.
Keywords
Author cocitation analysis, similarity measure, Pearson correlation, cosine, information
science.
1 Introduction
In the past few years, there has been a lot of discussion about the way in which author cocitation
studies should be performed. Ahlgren, Jarneving, and Rousseau [1] questioned the appropri-
ateness of the Pearson correlation for measuring the similarity between authors’ cocitation pro-
files. Their paper caused quite some debate. In particular, White [8] argued that the objections
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of Ahlgren et al. against the Pearson correlation are mainly of theoretical interest and have little
practical relevance. Leydesdorff and Vaughan [3], however, went even further than Ahlgren et
al. and asserted that cocitation data should be analyzed directly, without first calculating a sim-
ilarity measure. This is a point of view with which we do not agree [7]. Schneider and Borlund
[6] pointed out that from a statistical perspective the common practice of calculating similarity
measures based on cocitation profiles is rather unorthodox. In addition, they also mentioned
some drawbacks of the use of the Pearson correlation as a similarity measure.
In this report, our aim is to provide a number of new insights into the above discussion. First
of all, we agree with Schneider and Borlund [6] that from a statistical perspective calculating
similarity measures based on cocitation profiles is a somewhat unconventional procedure. Al-
though the procedure is unconventional, we do not believe that it has any fundamental statistical
problems. Following Ahlgren et al. [1], we do believe that the use of the Pearson correlation
to measure the similarity between cocitation profiles is problematic. Below, we will discuss
some shortcomings of the Pearson correlation, most of which have not been mentioned before
in the bibliometric literature. Because of these shortcomings, the Pearson correlation is, in our
opinion, not a very satisfactory similarity measure for cocitation profiles. We will also discuss
what kind of similarity measures may be used as an alternative to the Pearson correlation. Using
a well-known author cocitation study by White and McCain [10] as an example, we will show
that our findings are not merely of theoretical interest but also have a high practical relevance.
2 Shortcomings of the Pearson correlation
Suppose that we have a bibliographic data set and that we are interested in analyzing the coci-
tations of a set of n authors in this data set. Typically, the analysis is performed as follows (for
more details, see [5]). First, for each pair of two authors i and j, the number of cocitations in
the data set, denoted by cij , is counted. Next, the cocitation counts are used to calculate similar-
ities between the authors. In most cases, this is done using the Pearson correlation as similarity
measure for cocitation profiles. The similarity between authors i and j then has a value between
−1 and 1 and is calculated as
r(i, j) =
∑
k 6=i,j(cik − c¯i)(cjk − c¯j)√∑
k 6=i,j (cik − c¯i)2
∑
k 6=i,j (cjk − c¯j)2
,
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where c¯i and c¯j denote the averages of, respectively, the cocitation counts cik and the cocitation
counts cjk (for k 6= i, j). As a final step, the similarities between the authors are visualized
using multidimensional scaling.1
We will now discuss some shortcomings of the Pearson correlation as a similarity measure
for cocitation profiles. In the examples that we give, there are n = 6 authors. Hence, when
comparing two authors, each author’s cocitation profile consists of four cocitation counts. Con-
sider first the comparison between two authors, author 1 and author 2, with cocitation profiles
[1 2 3 4] and [10 20 30 40], respectively. These cocitation profiles indicate that authors 1 and
2 have, respectively, 1 and 10 cocitations with author 3, 2 and 20 cocitations with author 4,
and so on. Although author 2 has ten times as many cocitations as author 1, the relative fre-
quencies with which authors 1 and 2 are cocited with each of the four other authors are exactly
equal. That is, authors 1 and 2 both have 10% of their cocitations with author 3, 20% of their
cocitations with author 4, and so on. Since the similarity between two authors should not be
influenced by each author’s total number of cocitations, authors 1 and 2 should be regarded as
perfectly similar. The Pearson correlation does indeed indicate a perfect similarity between the
authors, as it has a value of 1 for the above two cocitation profiles. Now consider what happens
when author 2’s cocitation profile is changed into [11 12 13 14]. The Pearson correlation still has
a value of 1, which again indicates a perfect similarity between the authors. However, whereas
author 1 still has 10% of his cocitations with author 3, 20% of his cocitations with author 4, and
so on, author 2 now has his cocitations more or less equally distributed. The cocitation profiles
of authors 1 and 2 are therefore quite different, and the Pearson correlation incorrectly indicates
a perfect similarity between the authors.
Another interesting example is obtained when authors 1 and 2 have cocitation profiles
[10 1 0 0] and [0 0 1 10], respectively. In this example, there is no author with whom authors 1
and 2 have both been cocited. We would therefore expect the similarity between authors 1 and 2
to be as low as possible. However, the Pearson correlation has a value of−0.43, which indicates
a low similarity between the authors but not the lowest possible similarity. Now consider the
following example. Authors 1 and 2 have cocitation profiles [1 2 3 4] and [4 3 2 1], respectively.
In this example, the Pearson correlation has a value of −1, and hence the similarity between
1We have not defined cij for i = j. In the above equation, the Pearson correlation is therefore applied to
cocitation profiles of length n− 2 rather than length n. The diagonal elements of the cocitation matrix can also be
handled in other ways, but this is not important for the present discussion.
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the authors is as low as possible. Comparing the last two examples, we believe that the Pear-
son correlation gives unsatisfactory results. In the first example, authors 1 and 2 do not have
the lowest possible similarity, even though there is no author with whom they have both been
cocited. In the second example, on the other hand, authors 1 and 2 do have the lowest possible
similarity, even though they have both been cocited with all four other authors. In other words,
in the second example authors 1 and 2 are regarded as less similar than in the first example,
even though they have more similar distributions of their cocitations.
Based on the above examples, we believe that an appropriate similarity measure for cocita-
tion profiles should at least satisfy the following two conditions:
1. The similarity between two authors is maximal if and only if the authors’ cocitation pro-
files differ by at most a multiplicative constant.
2. The similarity between two authors is minimal if and only if there is no author with whom
the two authors have both been cocited.
The above examples have shown that the Pearson correlation satisfies neither of these condi-
tions. In our opinion, the Pearson correlation is therefore not a very satisfactory similarity
measure for cocitation profiles.
3 Alternatives to the Pearson correlation
In addition to the Pearson correlation, the cosine is a relatively popular similarity measure for
cocitation profiles. Using the cosine, the similarity between authors i and j has a value between
0 and 1 and is calculated as
cos(i, j) =
∑
k 6=i,j cikcjk√∑
k 6=i,j c
2
ik
∑
k 6=i,j c
2
jk
.
Unlike the Pearson correlation, the cosine satisfies the two conditions introduced at the end of
the previous section (for a discussion of the relationship between the Pearson correlation and the
cosine, see [6]). Both the Pearson correlation and the cosine have the property that multiplying
an author’s cocitation profile by an arbitrary constant has no effect on the author’s similarity
with other authors. This is called the property of coordinate-wise scale invariance by Ahlgren
et al. [1]. It is an indispensable property for any similarity measure for cocitation profiles, since
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it guarantees that the similarity between two authors is not influenced by each author’s total
number of cocitations. In other words, it guarantees that the similarity between two authors
depends only on the relative frequencies with which the authors are cocited with other authors.
Because of the property of coordinate-wise scale invariance, the similarity between two
authors calculated using a measure such as the Pearson correlation or the cosine does not change
when the authors’ cocitation profiles are normalized to sum to one. That is, the values of
the Pearson correlation and the cosine do not change when the ciks and cjks in the equations
provided above are replaced by piks and pjks that are given by
pik =
cik∑
k′ 6=i,j cik′
and pjk =
cjk∑
k′ 6=i,j cjk′
.
Interestingly, these piks and pjks have a natural interpretation in probabilistic terms. pik (pjk) can
be interpreted as the probability that a randomly drawn cocitation of author i (j) is a cocitation
with author k. Under this interpretation, the normalized cocitation profile of author i (j) is a
probability distribution that indicates the probability of author i (j) being cocited with each of
the other authors. Hence, when we are comparing the cocitation profiles of two authors, what we
are in fact doing is comparing the probability distributions of each of the authors’ cocitations.
The interpretation of cocitation profiles as probability distributions is especially interesting
because it provides new insights into the question of what might be useful similarity measures
for author cocitation analysis. It can now be seen that a natural approach to this question is to
have a look at some well-known similarity measures for probability distributions. We first note
that the use of the Pearson correlation or the cosine to measure the similarity between probabil-
ity distributions is, to the best of our knowledge, very uncommon. For the Pearson correlation
this is not surprising, since the Pearson correlation does not satisfy the basic requirements that
any similarity measure for probability distributions should satisfy. (These are the requirements
that the value of the similarity measure is maximal if and only if two distributions are identical
and that it is minimal if and only if two distributions are non-overlapping.) The cosine does
satisfy these requirements, but despite of this its use as a similarity measure for probability
distributions seems rather unusual. Perhaps the most popular similarity measure for probability
distributions is the Kullback-Leibler distance from the field of information theory. However,
this similarity measure has difficulties with zero probabilities and hence with zero cocitation
counts. As a consequence, the measure is not very useful for author cocitation analysis. The
Jensen-Shannon distance [4], which is closely related to the Kullback-Leibler distance, does
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not have these difficulties and is therefore more interesting from the point of view of author
cocitation analysis.2 Based on the Jensen-Shannon distance, the similarity between authors i
and j can be calculated as
JS(i, j) = 1− 1
2
(∑
k 6=i,j
pik log
pik
p¯k
)
− 1
2
(∑
k 6=i,j
pjk log
pjk
p¯k
)
,
where the logarithm has base 2 and where 0 log 0 and 0 log(0/0) are defined as 0. Furthermore,
p¯k = (pik + pjk)/2. Another well-known similarity measure for probability distributions is
the Bhattacharyya distance [2]. This is a popular similarity measure in pattern recognition
and related fields. Using the Bhattacharyya distance, the similarity between authors i and j is
calculated as
B(i, j) =
∑
k 6=i,j
√
pikpjk.
JS(i, j) and B(i, j) both have a value between 0 and 1. They have a value of 1 if and only if
the probability distributions given by the piks and pjks are identical, and they have a value of
0 if and only if these distributions are non-overlapping. In addition to the similarity measures
mentioned above, there are a number of other similarity measures that are sometimes used to
compare probability distributions. In the rest of this report, however, we focus our attention on
the above-mentioned similarity measures.
4 Practical relevance
White [8] argues that theoretical shortcomings of the Pearson correlation are problematic only
if there is a substantive difference between results based on the Pearson correlation and results
based on theoretically sound similarity measures. We agree with this reasoning. However,
contrary to White, we believe that such substantive differences do indeed exist. To show the
existence of these differences, we take a well-known author cocitation study by White and Mc-
Cain [10] as an example. Among other things, White and McCain provide a multidimensional
scaling map of the similarities between the top 100 authors in the field of information science
in the period 1988–1995. They use the Pearson correlation to calculate the similarities between
2Both the Kullback-Leibler distance and the Jensen-Shannon distance are in fact measures of the dissimilarity
between probability distributions. For the present discussion, the difference between similarity and dissimilarity
measures is not important, and we therefore refer to all measures as similarity measures.
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Figure 1: Map obtained using the Pearson correlation.
the authors. Using the ALSCAL program in SPSS, we replicated the analysis of White and
McCain and obtained the map shown in Figure 1. This map is almost identical to the one pro-
vided by White and McCain. (Where the two maps are different, this is most likely due to
slight differences in the way in which the cocitation data was collected and preprocessed.) In
addition to the map in Figure 1, we constructed three more maps. In these maps, the similarities
between the authors were calculated based on the cosine, the Jensen-Shannon distance, and the
Bhattacharyya distance. The maps obtained using the cosine and the Jensen-Shannon distance
are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The map obtained using the Bhattacharyya distance
turned out to be almost identical to the map obtained using the Jensen-Shannon distance and is
therefore not shown.
Comparing the map in Figure 1 with the maps in Figures 2 and 3, it is immediately apparent
that there is a substantive difference between results based on the Pearson correlation and results
based on theoretically sound similarity measures such as the cosine and the Jensen-Shannon
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Figure 2: Map obtained using the cosine.
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Figure 3: Map obtained using the Jensen-Shannon distance.
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distance. In the map in Figure 1, there is a clear division of the authors into two clusters, a
cluster of domain analysis authors and a cluster of information retrieval authors. The clusters
are located on opposite sides of the map, and only a small number of authors are located in
between the clusters. Hence, based on the map in Figure 1, information science appears to be
a field consisting of two subfields, domain analysis and information retrieval, that are almost
completely separated from each other. Now consider the maps in Figures 2 and 3. In these
maps, the clustering of authors is either much less pronounced than in the map in Figure 1 or
there is no clustering at all. Although a number of typical domain analysis authors are located
in the far left part of the maps in Figures 2 and 3 and a number of typical information retrieval
authors in the far right part, many authors are located somewhere in between the extremes.
Consequently, based on these maps, information science appears to be a fairly unified field
with a substantial number of connections between its two main subfields, domain analysis and
information retrieval. This is a very different picture of the information science field than the
picture that emerges from the map in Figure 1.
There are two final remarks that we would like to make. Both remarks are based on a paper
by White [9] in which he uses pathfinder networks to perform an author cocitation analysis of
the information science field. First, White ([9], p. 427) does not seem to be completely satis-
fied with the maps of the information science field provided in [10]. In particular, he expresses
some concerns about the “empty centers” that appear in these maps (also visible in the map in
Figure 1). He further notes that the appearance of “empty centers” is not confined to informa-
tion science but also happens when mapping other heterogeneous fields. White seems to prefer
maps based on pathfinder networks because such maps do not have “empty centers”. Interest-
ingly, our results seem to indicate that the issue of the “empty centers” can simply be resolved
by using a theoretically sound similarity measure, such as the cosine or the Jensen-Shannon
distance, instead of the Pearson correlation. Our second and related remark is concerned with
White’s statement that “the ‘empty center’ should be recognized as a metaphor growing out of
the (multidimensional scaling) mapping algorithm” ([9], p. 427). Our results point in a different
direction. The issue of the “empty centers” seems to be caused by the use of the Pearson corre-
lation as a similarity measure for cocitation profiles rather than by the use of multidimensional
scaling as a mapping technique for author similarities.
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5 Conclusion
We have argued that the Pearson correlation has some shortcomings as a measure of the similar-
ity between cocitation profiles. As a consequence, the use of the Pearson correlation in author
cocitation analysis is, in our opinion, not very satisfactory. The cosine does not have the short-
comings of the Pearson correlation, and we therefore regard it as a more appropriate similarity
measure for cocitation profiles. The interpretation of cocitation profiles as probability distri-
butions suggests other similarity measures that may be useful for author cocitation analysis.
In particular, similarity measures based on the Jensen-Shannon distance or the Bhattacharyya
distance may be considered. In an author cocitation study of the field of information science,
the Pearson correlation gives results that are quite different from results obtained using theo-
retically sound similarity measures. This shows that our findings are not merely of theoretical
interest but also have a high practical relevance.
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